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Purpose: A ghost correction strategy for Simultane-
ous Multi-Slice (SMS) EPI methods that provides improved
ghosting artifact reduction compared to conventional meth-
ods is presented. Conventional Nyquist ghost correction
methods for SMS-EPI rely on navigator data that contain
phase errors from all slices in the simultaneously-acquired
slice-group. These navigator data may contain spatially non-
linear phase differences near regions of B0 inhomogeneity,
which violates the linear model employed by most EPI ghost
correction algorithms, resulting in poor reconstructions.

Methods: Dual-Polarity GRAPPA (DPG) was previously
shown to accurately model and correct both spatially non-
linear and 2D phase errors in conventional single-slice EPI
data. Here, an extension we call Dual-Polarity slice-GRAPPA
(DPsG) is adapted to the slice-GRAPPA method and applied
to SMS-EPI data for slice separation and ghost correction
concurrently—eliminating the need for a separate ghost cor-
rection step while also providing improved slice-specific EPI
phase error correction.

Results: Images from in vivo SMS-EPI data reconstructed
using DPsG in place of conventional Nyquist ghost correc-
tion and slice-GRAPPA are presented. DPsG is shown to re-
duce ghosting artifacts and provide improved temporal SNR
compared to the conventional reconstruction.

Conclusion: The proposed use of DPsG for SMS-EPI re-
construction can provide images with lower artifact lev-
els, higher image fidelity, and improved time-series stability
compared to conventional reconstruction methods.

Key words: Nyquist Ghost Correction, Parallel Imaging,
Blipped-CAIPI, MultiBand EPI

INTRODUCTION

Echo Planar Imaging (EPI) is widely used across a full spec-
trum of neuroimaging applications, including functional, diffu-
sion, and perfusion imaging. For example, in functional MRI
(fMRI), EPI is well-suited to image the temporal dynamics of the
hemodynamic response to brain function, and can be readily sen-
sitized to local changes in blood flow and oxygenation. The tem-
poral resolution of the EPI acquisition is limited, however, by the
time required to achieve full-brain coverage with a stack of 2D
image slices. Simultaneous Multi-Slice (SMS) EPI [1–5] has re-
cently gained wide acceptance due to its ability to accelerate the
acquisition of multiple slices in an otherwise conventional EPI
pulse sequence, and thereby either increase the temporal acquisi-
tion rate of EPI data for a fixed spatial coverage in the slice direc-
tion or extend spatial coverage for a fixed temporal acquisition

rate. In SMS imaging, multiple image slices are excited simul-
taneously using MultiBand slice-selective RF pulses, and the re-
sulting signal reflecting the collapsed slices is measured [2,6–8],
Parallel image reconstruction methods such as those based on
2D SENSE [9] or slice-GRAPPA [8] are then used to separate
individual slices from the collapsed group of simultaneously-
acquired slices. SMS-EPI provides the advantage of improved
imaging efficiency with limited SNR penalty. This is in con-
trast with other accelerated imaging methods, such as conven-
tional parallel imaging [10], which instead undersample k-space
to reduce the amount of data needed to form an image. To im-
prove image quality and reduce g-factor penalty, CAIPIRINHA
techniques [11], notably the blipped-CAIPI method [8], can be
integrated into EPI.

All EPI-based methods suffer from inherent imaging artifacts.
In the case of SMS-EPI, correcting inherent EPI Nyquist ghosts
can be particularly challenging [8,12]. Nyquist ghosts arise from
sampling differences between data that are sampled on positive,
RO+, versus negative, RO−, polarity readout gradients. The
dominant effect is a shift between the respective sampling grids
in k-space, or equivalently, via the Fourier shift theorem, a lin-
ear ramp along x in the x-ky hybrid-space representation of the
phase difference between data sampled using RO+ and RO−

readout gradients. However, non-linear phase differences be-
tween these measured data can also occur, such that the phase
difference between RO+and RO−data does not vary linearly
along the x direction, particularly when sampling near regions
of local field inhomogeneity [13]. These non-linear phase er-
rors result in image artifacts when standard Nyquist ghost cor-
rection (NGC) methods that assume a linear phase error are ap-
plied. When present, these artifacts are compounded in SMS-
EPI because non-linear phase errors that exist in one slice may
bias the phase error estimation for the entire slice-group when
traditional phase navigator signals for NGC are employed, de-
grading the ghost correction performance for all slices. It has
been long recognized that phase errors can vary across different
EPI slices, and therefore slice-specific ghost correction is rec-
ommended [14]. This can be challenging in SMS-EPI because
the phase correction navigators are often acquired with the SMS-
EPI data and therefore this navigator data is collapsed across the
simultaneously-acquired slices, which causes the slice-specific
information to be lost [2, 3]. It has been shown that SMS-EPI
image quality can be improved when slice-specific ghost correc-
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tion is integrated into the slice separation stage of both SENSE-
based [15, 16], GRAPPA-based [8], and hybrid [17] reconstruc-
tion methods. Although slice-specific ghost correction may not
always be needed, we have found this approach can lead to im-
provement in both conventional clinical/research scanners (as
shown in Ref. [3]) and special-purpose scanners (e.g. the scan-
ner described in Ref. [18]).

Dual-Polarity GRAPPA (DPG) [13] is a recently-proposed
EPI ghost correction method designed to address non-linear
phase errors. DPG employs GRAPPA-based [19] convolution
kernels that draw directly from data measured on RO+ and RO−

readout gradients to accurately model and correct both spatially
non-linear and 2D phase errors. Here we introduce a DPG-based
approach to reconstruct SMS-EPI data. We demonstrate that this
extension of DPG to slice-GRAPPA can be used to separate col-
lapsed slices while concurrently performing slice-specific ghost
correction. This yields reconstructed images with lower lev-
els of RO+-vs-RO− phase-error artifacts than can be achieved
with current conventional approaches that typically rely on lin-
ear models [3].

THEORY

A review of image reconstruction from SMS-EPI data using
slice-GRAPPA

SMS-EPI is typically acquired with controlled aliasing using
blipped-CAIPI to improve parallel imaging performance. The
use of slice-GRAPPA to reconstruct images from blipped-CAIPI
SMS-EPI data requires multiple phase correction steps to en-
sure that individual slices can be correctly extracted and recon-
structed from the measured group of simultaneously-acquired
slices (hereafter called a slice-group). Our application of DPG
to SMS-EPI employs similar steps, which are briefly reviewed
below.

First, a blipped-CAIPI SMS acquisition employs MultiBand
RF excitation pulses along with gradient blips along the z di-
rection during image encoding. The z-gradient blips impose a
CAIPI shift along the phase-encoded direction, which shifts the
relative FOV of each individual slice in the collapsed slice-group
to yield a more favorable aliasing pattern in the collapsed data.
In order to have the measured calibration data match this slice
shifting, a relative phase shift is applied to the calibration data
to induce an FOV shift that will match the slice shift present in
each slice of the measured collapsed slice-group SMS data. Sec-
ond, an absolute phase factor is imposed when the SMS data
are sampled. This absolute phase is imparted by the z-gradient
blipping and is a function of the absolute position of each slice
relative to the scanner iso-center—the point where the gradient
fields pass through zero—and needs to be removed from the ac-
quired SMS-EPI data prior to slice separation. Finally, once the
slice separation and in-plane data recovery has been performed,
the relative phase shift in the reconstructed slices is removed.
This step effectively removes the FOV shift imposed on each
slice during acquisition to recenter each reconstructed image to
its proper location within the object.

As mentioned above, ghost correction of SMS-EPI data is
complicated by the fact that the RO+-vs.-RO− phase errors may
be different for each slice in the measured collapsed slice-group.

Further, the phase correction navigator lines typically acquired
at the beginning of each SMS-EPI readout are also collapsed
across slices within a slice-group. A 2-kernel approach to this
problem was recently proposed [3], and is employed in the slice-
GRAPPA comparison images shown below. The primary differ-
ence between the 2-kernel slice-GRAPPA and DPsG approaches
to separating collapsed slices is that the 2-kernel method pre-
serves the phase difference between RO+ and RO− lines to
allow for subsequent slice-specific NGC using standard meth-
ods, whereas the DPsG method corrects the phase difference by
embedding slice-specific NGC into the slice-GRAPPA kernels.
To preserve phase differences during slice separation, the pre-
viously proposed 2-kernel slice-GRAPPA approach recognizes
that in single-shot EPI, phase errors alternate line by line across
the ky direction. This means that target locations along RO+

lines are surrounded by a different pattern of phase errors along
the ky direction than target locations along the RO− lines—for
instance, target locations corresponding to data acquired along
RO+ readouts are flanked in the phase-encoding direction by
RO− readouts, while target locations corresponding to RO−

readouts are flanked by RO+ readouts. The 2-kernel approach
therefore seeks to train and apply separate kernels for each of
the two possible patterns of phase errors in the immediate neigh-
borhood of target points, so that the slice separation preserves
the alternating phase errors across the ky direction. It achieves
this by training two kernels: one kernel centered on RO+ lines
and the other kernel centered on RO− lines using a single frame
of reference data (see Fig. 2F of Ref. [3]). Then, after the
slice separation, conventional NGC can be applied to each slice.
This approach accommodates any residual phase errors between
RO+ and RO− data within the single-band reference data set.
This is preferable to the single-kernel slice-GRAPPA approach,
which causes a mixture of RO+ and RO− phase errors in the
separated slices, complicating subsequent ghost correction. Af-
ter slice separation, conventional phase correction is applied to
each reconstructed slice separately, based on linear and constant
phase correction coefficients derived from both the calibration
data acquired at the beginning of each run and dynamic updates
provided by navigator data acquired prior to each slice-group
acquisition. This entire process is referred to below as “tailored
ghost correction” [3].

In conventional slice-GRAPPA, single-band reference data
are acquired for calibration. Synthesized SMS data are then
formed via a summed version of the reference data using slices
corresponding to each measured slice-group (with appropriate
phase terms added to match the CAIPI shifting, as described
above). A linear transform between each synthesized collapsed
slice-group and the individual slices is then computed. Recent
implementations of SMS-EPI use the LeakBlock [20] frame-
work for this computation, which employs a “split” linear system
for the GRAPPA coefficients to minimize errors from both im-
age artifacts and inter-slice signal leakage [21]. LeakBlock has
been shown to greatly reduce the amount of SMS cross-talk in
fMRI experiments [22], and is compatible with the DPsG ap-
proach presented below.
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Figure 1. An illustration of the DPsG kernel calibration signal flow. From the left, temporally-encoded calibration data is sorted
by readout polarity to form RO+ and RO− images and a ghost-free GESTE target image for each slice. Multiple slices are then
combined to form synthetic slice-group image data. From these three image data, DPsG kernels, N{n,m} for slice m of slice-group
n, are formed by solving a LeakBlock-style linear system.

Formulation of DPG for SMS reconstruction

The extension of DPG to SMS-EPI data follows a simple
change to the original DPG calibration process [13]. For the
calibration of the DPG reconstruction kernels in this work, we
employed (i) segmented EPI calibration data to match the echo
spacing and echo time of the acquired SMS data. This ensures
that the geometric distortion and phase characteristics present
in the calibration data are well matched to the accelerated data.
We also employed (ii) temporal encoding (i.e. two acquisi-
tions of each EPI frame with reversed readout polarity), to re-
move static system errors via the GESTE method [23], and (iii)
FLEET acquisition ordering [24] to limit the effects of dynamic
errors that occur between EPI segments in the calibration data,
such as those caused by subject motion or respiration. The tem-
poral order for these sequence loop, from most-rapid to least-
rapid, was (segment < polarity < slice) to improve robustness
to motion in calibration data. For each slice, the RO+ and RO−

data from each segment are separated and interleaved to form
fully-sampled images—complete frames of k-space that satisfy
the Nyquist sampling criteria along ky—for calibration source
data. To generate calibration target data, the complete RO+ and
RO− images are phase corrected and coherently combined using
GESTE to form ghost-free target images for each slice, sketched
in Fig. 1 with a detailed illustration available in supplementary
Figure S1.

Once the RO+/RO− source and ghost-free target data have
been formed from the temporally-encoded EPI segments, syn-
thetic collapsed slice-groups were generated separately for both
RO+ and RO− source data. As in the slice-GRAPPA method, in-
dividual slices were FOV-shifted as needed prior to forming the
synthetic collapsed slice-groups. Once the appropriate source
and target images were synthesized, the DPG reconstruction pa-
rameters were generated by forming a LeakBlock [20] linear
system of equations that map synthetic collapsed RO+ and RO−

source data to ghost-free target data for each slice. As with slice-
GRAPPA, the calibration process is repeated for each individual
slice-group to generate slice-specific DPsG kernels.

Schematics of four 2ky-by-5kx, DPsG kernels for the R = 2

case are shown in Fig. 2a. They illustrate a mapping of source
points from both RO+ and RO− sampled collapsed-slice k-space
data to a target point in the single-slice reconstruction. The ker-
nels in this example estimate data at k-space locations with both
sampled (Kernels #1 and #3) and un-sampled (Kernels #2 and
#4) phase-encoding lines. In EPI, data misalignment between
the RO+ and RO− sampled data will generate Nyquist ghosts.
In conventional EPI, appropriate DPG kernels applied to the raw
EPI data will properly align the sampled data to a common k-
space grid, and in the process remove the measurement errors
that produce Nyquist ghosts. In SMS EPI, this ghost correction
feature is embedded within the DPsG kernel and combined with
the slice-separation operation.

Once formed, the DPsG reconstruction parameters were then
applied to measured SMS-EPI data. The reconstruction of each
acquired collapsed slice-group was performed by first removing
the absolute phase imposed on the slice-group data due to CAIPI
FOV shifting, as described above. Appropriate DPsG kernels
were then convolved with the data to yield a fully-sampled and
ghost-corrected ensemble of images for each slice in the slice-
group and for each channel in the receive coil array, as illustrated
in Fig. 2b. The relative phase in FOV-shifted slices was then
removed to return the images to the correct location within the
FOV. Finally, the individual images for each coil channel were
combined via the standard root-sum-of-squares combination.

Because DPG is derived from GRAPPA, one can use DPG
kernels to perform in-plane data recovery in addition to the slice
separation and ghost correction functions in a single one-stage
reconstruction pass, as shown in Fig. 2b. Alternatively, one can
employ DPsG for only the later functions, and employ standard
GRAPPA for in-plane accelerated data recovery in a two-stage
reconstruction. Note that with the two-stage reconstruction the
in-plane-GRAPPA step will operate on ghost-free data, as the
DPsG reconstruction in the first stage removes ghosting. In this
case, in-plane-GRAPPA kernels should be trained on ghost-free
calibration data for both source and target [25]. We tested both
the one-stage and two-stage approaches but found no significant
image quality advantage to either approach (see Discussion).
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Figure 2. An illustration of the DPsG reconstruction process for R = 2 source data. A set of 2ky-by-5kx sized DPsG kernels
needed for the reconstruction of a single slice are shown in (a). Gray filled circles represent multi-channel RO+ source SMS data,
white filled circles represent multi-channel RO− source SMS data, and the small black filled points represent target locations in
the single-slice, single-coil estimate. (To aid in readability, the coil and slice dimensions of the full data extent are not shown.)
The source points are shown offset from the sampling grid to represent phase errors along the readout direction, which alternate in
polarity between RO+ and RO− lines. The locations where each of these kernels are applied are shown in (b), where the numbered
squares correspond to the kernels illustrated in (a). Note that kernels 1 and 3 estimate data on k-space grid locations corresponding
to sampled data, while kernels 2 and 4 each estimate data for un-sampled k-space grid locations. Note that kernel 2 employs a
RO+/RO− source data pattern that is different from kernel 4 for recovery of in-plane acceleration. The recovery of each slice within
a measured SMS slice group is achieved via convolution kernels specific to each output slice.

Therefore, all images presented below corresponding to datasets
with both in-plane and slice acceleration were reconstructed with
the two-stage approach.

METHODS

Data acquisition

All human in vivo data were acquired in healthy volunteers
upon written informed consent.

EPI data at different MultiBand (MB) factors and in-plane
acceleration rates, R, were acquired using an in-house SMS
sequence implementation on a 7 Tesla (7T) whole-body scan-
ner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) equipped with a
custom-built 32-channel brain array receive coil, and a birdcage
transmit coil [26]. Data with no in-plane acceleration was ac-
quired with matrix size: 64× 128, FOV: 19.2 cm2, in-plane res-
olution: 3 mm × 1.5 mm, slice thickness: 1.5 mm, R = 1, MB-
3, TR=0.825 s, TE=29 ms, 39 slices, 75 volumes, A 2.2 mm
isotropic resolution data set was acquired at R = 2, MB-3,
FOV/3 CAIPI-shift, TR=1 s, TE=25 ms, matrix size: 96 × 96,
FOV: 21.2 cm2, 39 slices, 75 volumes. Higher-resolution data
were acquired from two subjects with 1.5 mm isotropic spatial
resolution, matrix size: 128 × 128, FOV: 19.2 cm2, R = 3,
MB-2, FOV/2 CAIPI-shift, TR=1.2 s, TE=22 ms, 46 slices, 75
volumes.

Additional data were acquired in vivo using a 3 Tesla (3T)
“Connectom” whole-body scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlan-
gen, Germany) equipped with 300 mT/m gradients [27] and a
custom-built 64-channel brain array receive coil [28]. This data
set employed a sagittally-zoomed diffusion-weighted SMS-EPI

sequence [29, 30] with phase encoding along the S-I direction,
TR=5 s, R = 2, MB-3, FOV/3 CAIPI-shift, 1.5 mm isotropic
resolution, 22.2 cm × 13.2 cm FOV, matrix size: 148 × 88, 225
diffusion directions, and 75 sagittal slices.

Image reconstruction

In each example presented below, a DPsG kernel of size 3ky-
by-5kx was employed for slice separation. For in-plane data
recovery, a 2ky-by-5kx GRAPPA kernel, trained on the ghost-
free calibration data (provided by GESTE) as source and tar-
get data, was performed subsequent to slice separation in a two-
stage GRAPPA-based reconstruction. DPsG images were recon-
structed with a MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) im-
plementation running on an 64-bit Linux machine with 16 GB of
RAM and an 8-core CPU. For comparison, images reconstructed
with current state-of-the-art methods were generated by both the
in-house developed (7T) and vendor-supplied (3T Connectom)
online slice-GRAPPA-based SMS-EPI reconstruction (Siemens
WIP 770A), both of which employed a tailored ghost correction
approach and Local Phase Correction (LPC) [31] for estimation
of the linear phase error between RO+ and RO− data. A soft-
ware implementation of the image reconstruction described here
is available upon request.

Image post-processing

The 3T Connectom data presented in the Results below ex-
hibit clear 2D phase errors attributable to eddy currents and/or
asymmetric gradient timing errors across the three gradient coil
axes that cause ghosting in oblique slice prescriptions. Errors
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Figure 3. A comparison between current conventional SMS-
EPI image reconstruction and DPsG image reconstruction from
the R = 1, MB-3 in vivo data. The right-half of each slice
shows the lowest 10% of signal to emphasize ghosting. Ghosting
levels in the DPsG images are notably lower in regions indicated
by arrows. Mosaic images that compare the complete volume
are provided in Figure S2, available on-line in the Supplemental
media files.

of this type cannot be corrected using common NGC methods
based on 1D linear models. To better visualize and analyze these
errors, we employed the Virtual Body Coil (VBC) method of
Buehrer, et al. [32], to combine the multiple coil images into a
single image while preserving relative image phase. The VBC
coil combination parameters were identified for one central slice,
and then deployed for all other slices, to maintain consistent coil
combinations for all slices. To quantify the relative ∆k shift
along kx and ky corresponding to the 2D phase error, we com-
puted a singular value decomposition (SVD) of the 2D phase er-
ror plane to generate a rank-1 estimate and then used LPC to es-
timate the phase slope in each singular vector separately, which
corresponds directly to the amount of shift in kx and ky between
the RO+ and RO− data. This approach provides a highly accu-
rate shift estimate with sub-pixel resolution while converting the
more complicated 2D fitting problem into two 1D fitting prob-
lems [33].

RESULTS

Images from an R = 1, MB-3, in vivo data set are shown in
supplementary Figure S2 with three slices highlighted in Fig. 3.
The highlighted slices were acquired near regions of known local
B0 inhomogeneity, and residual ghosting is seen in images re-
constructed with the online, conventional approach. This ghost-
ing is reduced significantly in the DPsG reconstructions.

Two images from an R = 2, MB-3, 2.2 mm isotropic in vivo
data set are shown in Fig. 4, with the full volume of images
shown in supplementary Figure S3. Again, residual ghosting
seen in the on-line image reconstructions is again reduced in the
DPsG image reconstructions.

In the R = 3, MB-2, 1.5 mm isotropic data, we found a sig-
nificant deterioration in image quality within the conventional
image reconstructions in regions known to be near local field in-
homogeneity. An example is shown in Fig. 5, where significant
ripple artifacts caused by improper ghost correction are seen in
the conventionally-reconstructed images. These ripples occur di-
rectly above the nasal sinuses—a region with well-known local

Conventional SMS Recon Dual−Polarity slice GRAPPA

Slice 22 Slice 22

Figure 4. A comparison between current conventional SMS-
EPI and DPsG reconstructions from the R = 2, MB-3 in vivo
data. The right-half of each slice shows the lowest 10% of signal
to emphasize ghosting. Ghosting levels in the DPsG images are
notably lower in regions indicated by arrows. Mosaic images
that compare the complete volume are provided in Figure S3,
available on-line in the Supplemental files.

B0 inhomogeneity—as can be seen in the sagittal view, and are
removed via DPsG.

Fig. 6 shows plots of the phase difference between RO+ and
RO− in the 1D phase navigator signals used for conventional
NGC, corresponding to two slices (slice 5 and 28) from the im-
ages in Fig. 5—one with ripples and one without, with both
slices sampled in the same SMS slice-group. The data is shown
in x-ky hybrid-space, from calibration data for two slices in a
single slice group, Fig. 6(a) and (b), and from a measured SMS
slice group, Fig. 6(c). It is notable that in the lower slice, 5,
there is significant non-linearity that confounds the linear phase
estimate generated by LPC, shown by the dashed line in Fig.
6(a). By eye, there is a clear linear trend which should be fit by
a diagonal line. However, a horizontal linear fit is identified by
LPC because, in this example, the amplitudes are highest around
rx ∈ [−30, 0], which is the region where the linear trend of the
phase difference is not as clear. A similar, but smaller, non-
linearity is present in the matched SMS slice, 28, which also
causes estimation error but to a much lesser degree, Fig. 6(b).
This non-linearity is very poorly reflected in the NGC navigator
data associated with the measured SMS collapsed slice-group,
Fig. 6(c), although some residual estimate bias can still be seen.

DPsG is able to mitigate artifacts caused by non-linear phase
errors while simultaneously providing slice-by-slice correction.
The benefits of this for fMRI can be seen in 7T images from
a separate R = 3, MB-2 data set Fig. 7, where ripple artifacts
that are present in the on-line reconstructions are removed by
DPsG. Consistent with the results in the original demonstration
of DPG [13], the presence of ripples in the reconstructed images
has a detrimental effect on the signal stability over time and thus
the temporal SNR in these regions. This is illustrated in Fig. 7,
where the tSNR is markedly lower in the on-line reconstructed
image series compared to the DPsG images in regions of B0

inhomogeneity.
Images reconstructed from the sagittally-zoomed diffusion

data acquired at 3T are shown in Fig. 8. In both the b = 0 s/mm2

and b = 1000 s/mm2 images, a strong artifact is visible in the
conventional reconstructions— e.g. in the axial reformat view.
These artifacts are closely associated with strong Nyquist ghost-
ing in the phase-encoding (S-I) direction, visible in the sagittal-
plane images. In contrast, the DPsG reconstruction shows a re-
duction of these ghosts, and a removal of the artifact seen in the
axial-reformatted view. Closer inspection of the images recon-
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Figure 5. A comparison between conventional slice-GRAPPA
reconstruction and DPsG reconstruction from an R = 3, MB-2,
1.5 mm isotropic EPI protocol at 7T. Arrows and dashed ovals
highlight a region near local B0 inhomogeneity where ripple ar-
tifacts are clearly seen in the conventional image reconstruction.
This artifact is removed in the proposed DPsG image reconstruc-
tion.

structed from the calibration data associated with this data set
reveals a strong 2D phase error between the RO+ and RO− data.
This is shown in Fig. 9(a). The reconstructed images and cor-
responding phase difference between the RO+ and RO− images
for the three slices in Slice Group 15 are shown in Fig. 9(a).
By eye, a phase variation along both x and y directions is clearly
visible—the spatial gradient of the phase difference is not strictly
parallel to the x direction, as would be expected under the stan-
dard linear 1D phase error model. To quantify whether the phase
error in x varies across slices, which would necessitate a slice-
specific ghost correction, and also whether this additional phase
error in the y direction also varies across slices, we estimated
the shift in k-space between the RO+ and RO− frames of the
calibration data. The results are presented in Fig. 9(b), where a
clear variation across slices can be seen in both the x and y direc-
tions, indicating not only is there slice-specific ghosting but also
that the 2D phase error varies with slice location. The variation
of phase error over the slice direction is relatively smooth and
can be approximated by a second-order polynomial function for
both the x and y directions, as shown. This indicates that there
is a slice-specific 2D phase error, which cannot be addressed by
conventional ghost correction methods. However, these slice-
dependent 2D phase errors are readily corrected with the DPsG
framework.

DISCUSSION

The DPsG approach provides three significant features to the
SMS-EPI data reconstruction problem. First, it provides a mech-
anism to correct for 2D and/or non-linear phase errors between
RO+ and RO− data without requiring an explicit model of the
phase error a-priori. Rather, the phase error is modeled implic-
itly via the GESTE calibration data. We have shown that in addi-
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Figure 6. A comparison of phase navigator signals from the
R = 3, MB-2 in vivo data shown in Fig. 5. The phase dif-
ference between RO+ and RO− navigator signals are shown in
blue, with the associated relative magnitude shown in green. The
linear fit to the phase difference provided by the LPC method is
represented by the dashed line. This method weights the linear
fit relative to the navigator signal magnitude. Data for (a) Slice
5, and (b) Slice 28 are taken from the single-band calibration
data. Collapsed data from the associated SMS slice-group con-
sisting of these two slices are shown in (c). Notably, significant
non-linearity in slice 5—shown in (a)—causes bias in the linear
estimate for that slice, resulting in unresolved ghosting.

tion, it can mitigate these errors even when they vary from slice-
to-slice. Finally, it can provide both of these benefits through a
minor change in the pulse sequence to acquire additional cali-
bration data, and fits seamlessly into current reconstruction im-
plementations by replacing the slice-GRAPPA kernels.

We have demonstrated that SMS applications can benefit from
DPsG at both high and ultra-high field. At 3T, DPsG was shown
to mitigate 2D phase errors present in an oblique scan plan. At
7T, DPsG was shown to mitigate phase errors caused by local B0

field inhomogeneities, which increase in severity at ultra-high
field and adversely affect EPI reconstructions via both artifacts
and sensitivity losses. In both of these cases, the assumptions
underling the spatially linear model typically used for Nyquist
ghost correction was violated by the imaging scenario, causing
a failure in ghost correction. As shown previously with single-
slice data [13], the DPG approach is better able to remove 2D
and non-linear phase errors between RO+ and RO− data, yield-
ing improved image reconstruction quality.
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Figure 8. A comparison between conventional slice-GRAPPA image reconstruction and DPsG image reconstruction for sagittally-
zoomed SMS-EPI diffusion data, including the b = 0 s/mm2 reference images and the b = 1000 s/mm2 diffusion-weighted images.
The natively-sagittal data have been reformatted into axial and coronal views to better visualize the residual ghosting artifacts. The
arrow indicates edge artifacts associated with unresolved aliasing in the conventional SMS-EPI reconstructions that are removed
with the DPsG reconstruction.

The results shown employed a calibration data acquisition or-
der of {segments < polarity < slices}, from inner loop to outer.
This ensured that dynamic phase errors caused by subject mo-
tion and physiological effects were minimized via FLEET, with
the remaining static errors (caused by eddy currents and hard-
ware mis-calibration) removed via GESTE. We note that the op-
timal ordering of each of the calibration data segments remains
an open question that has not yet been fully explored. Simi-
larly, we note that the number of segments suitable for GESTE
processing is limited by the number of coils and coil coverage
of the multi-channel receiver array. While this may limit the
achievable in-plane acceleration that DPsG can accommodate,
these limits have not been fully explored. As the in-plane ac-
celeration is increased, the number of data segments needed for
calibration will increase and the SNR of the intermediate images
within the GESTE process will decrease. Both of these factors
may put practical limits on the achievable in-plane acceleration
available to DPsG.

The images presented above were generated from the applica-
tion of a two-stage reconstruction with two sets of GRAPPA ker-
nels: a DPsG kernel set to perform the ghost correction and slice

separation, and an in-plane-GRAPPA kernel set to recover data
from in-plane acceleration. The application of slice-GRAPPA
and in-plane-GRAPPA kernels is a linear process. Thus, a sin-
gle set of DPsG kernels could encompass both reconstruction
steps and provide similar image reconstruction performance in
a single one-stage operation. As GRAPPA employs a convolu-
tion operation for reconstruction, such a composite DPG kernel
could be formed by an effective convolution of the kernels em-
ployed in each stage [34]. However, to achieve an equivalent
reconstruction compared to a two-stage reconstruction, the re-
quired one-stage kernel would need to be relatively large com-
pared to the size of the two-stage kernels. For example, in the re-
sults presented above this would require a kernel comparable to
a 3ky-by-5kx kernel convolved with a 2ky-by-5kx kernel, yield-
ing a kernel at least 5ky-by-13kx in size. The extra demand
such a large kernel places on processing memory suggests that
for practical reasons the two-stage approach is preferred. The
two-stage approach also requires a fewer number of kernels,
as in-plane acceleration recovery with DPsG in the one-stage
approach requires two kernels—one for each possible polarity
combination—for each in-plane GRAPPA kernel in the two-
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Conventional Reconstruction Dual−Polarity slice GRAPPA

Figure 7. Example comparison between the (left) conventional
and (right) DPsG image reconstructions of SMS-EPI data from
the R = 3, MB-2 in vivo data. The top row shows images from
Slice 19 with standard windowing. The arrows highlight regions
with “ripples” in the conventionally-reconstructed images that
are removed by the DPsG reconstruction. The location of the
ripple artifact coincides with regions of low tSNR in the conven-
tional reconstructions, as shown in the bottom row. These tSNR
maps also exhibit residual ghosting artifacts outside of the brain
in the conventional reconstruction that are not seen in the DPsG
reconstruction (indicated by arrowheads).

stage approach. This can be visualized in Fig. 2b, where DPsG
kernels #2 and #4 could be replaced by a single data-recovery
GRAPPA kernel operating in the second stage. In addition, the
two-stage approach allows for a more straightforward integra-
tion of the DPsG approach for the slice-GRAPPA reconstruction
with a traditional in-plane-GRAPPA reconstruction pipeline. A
counter consideration is that in a two-stage scheme, errors that
potentially occur in the first stage may be amplified in the sec-
ond stage. Alternatively, the larger kernel size needed for a one-
stage kernel may propagate more noise into the reconstruction
by virtue of the larger number of coefficients, resulting in less
favorable g-factor noise enhancement than could be achieved by
the two-stage approach. Currently, the two-stage approach is
recommended, due to computation considerations, although this
may be revisited more systematically in the future. Regarding
computational load, DPsG is comparable to slice-GRAPPA [8],
for both the linear system that determines the reconstruction co-
efficients and their application to slice-accelerated data.

The great challenge of ghost correction in SMS-EPI is known
to be the need to identify phase errors for each individual slice,
yet only having access to pre-scan data of each independent slice
and the collapsed NGC-navigator data in each sampled slice-
group. Many solutions have been proposed to address this chal-
lenge. Both the two-kernel approach [3] and the 2D-SENSE-
GRAPPA method [17] recognized the need to treat RO+ and
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Figure 9. Comparison between RO+ and RO− calibration data
for the sagittally-zoomed SMS-EPI acquisition shown in Fig. 8.
(a) Magnitude images of the calibration data, with the phase dif-
ference shown at right. (b) The estimated k-space shift between
RO+ and RO− data along kx and ky . Because shifts in k-space
correspond to phase ramps in image-space, these ∆k shifts in-
dicate that the phase difference shown in (a) varies relatively
smoothly across slices. The dashed black line indicates the best-
fitting second-order polynomial fit to the ∆k shifts across the
slices.

RO− data separately. In the case of the two-kernel approach
[3], the strategy was to perform slice separation on the RO+ and
RO− data separately in order to preserve the phase errors for
later correction. However, this later correction relied on the 1D
linear phase error model, which we have shown here to be insuf-
ficient for 2D phase errors. The 2D-SENSE-GRAPPA method
[17] presented a similar strategy, but employed a model-based
modification of the calibration data to characterize the mismatch
between RO+ and RO−. While this approach was shown to per-
form well in simulation, the reliance on an explicit model for
characterizing phase errors between RO+ and RO− data may
not generalize well to all cases, potentially including the case
of strong nonlinear phase differences seen around B0 inhomo-
geneity regions in our 7T data. Future work will test whether the
2D-SENSE-GRAPPA slice separation model can be constructed
from DPsG calibration data, to enable a DPsG-like SENSE-
based SMS reconstruction.

CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated that the DPG approach to EPI re-
construction, originally developed for reconstructing conven-
tional single-slice EPI data with in-plane acceleration, can be ex-
tended to SMS-EPI reconstruction. This method provides ghost
correction improvements to SMS-EPI data, in both in-plane-
accelerated and un-accelerated cases, comparable to the results
seen previously when DPG was applied to conventional single-
slice EPI. DPsG can perform slice separation and slice-specific
ghost correction simultaneously in one step. In addition, data
recovery of in-plane accelerated data can also be performed if
desired. The application of this method to functional, diffusion,
and perfusion MRI is forthcoming.
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S1. Signal flow diagram illustrating DPsG kernel calibration for an
acquisition with in-plane acceleration factor R and slice accel-
eration factor (or MultiBand factor) MB. (A) Preparation of
ghost-free training data from the temporally-encoded segmented
EPI calibration data. (B) Synthetic SMS data are then generated
and used as source data for the DPsG calibration, while target
data consists of ghost-free data. Only the signal flow for slice-
group n, slice m is shown.

S2. A comparison between current conventional SMS-EPI image re-
construction and DPsG image reconstruction from the R = 1,
MB-3 in vivo data. The mosaic images are organized by slice
group along the columns, with three example slices highlighted
at the bottom. The right-half of each slice shows the lowest 10%
of signal to emphasize ghosting. Ghosting levels in the DPsG
images are notably lower in regions indicated by arrows.

S3. A comparison between current conventional SMS-EPI and
DPsG reconstructions from the R = 2, MB-3 in vivo data. The
right-half of each slice shows the lowest 10% of signal to empha-
size ghosting. Ghosting levels in the DPsG images are notably
lower in regions indicated by arrows.
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Figure S1. Signal flow diagram illustrating DPsG kernel calibration for an acquisition with in-plane
acceleration factor R and slice acceleration factor (or MultiBand factor) MB. (A) Preparation of ghost-free
training data from the temporally-encoded segmented EPI calibration data. (B) Synthetic SMS data are
then generated and used as source data for the DPsG calibration, while target data consists of ghost-free
data. Only the signal flow for slice-group n, slice m is shown.
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Figure S2. A comparison between current conventional SMS-EPI image reconstruction and DPsG image
reconstruction from the R = 1, MB-3 in vivo data. The mosaic images are organized by slice group along
the columns, with three example slices highlighted at the bottom. The right-half of each slice shows the
lowest 10% of signal to emphasize ghosting. Ghosting levels in the DPsG images are notably lower in regions
indicated by arrows.
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Figure S3. A comparison between current conventional SMS-EPI and DPsG reconstructions from the
R = 2, MB-3 in vivo data. The right-half of each slice shows the lowest 10% of signal to emphasize ghosting.
Ghosting levels in the DPsG images are notably lower in regions indicated by arrows.
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